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The satellite control system plays an important role in the command and control chain between satellite and ground
station. This paper presents the development and verification of an all new satellite operation, command and telemetry
coding/decoding. It includes the capability to intelligently monitor satellite status, and performs all the features
autonomously. In the first phase of development, the working scope was focus on the important features such as Ground
Segment Front-End, Database Transformation, Authentication Key, and Encryption module. In additional, the advanced
user interfaces was implemented high importance as it provides maximum flexibility and reliability to the user. An in-depth
study has also been undertaken to incorporate new interfacing technologies such as touch and gesture control. The study
also includes the utilization of tablet and smart phones as interfacing devices.
In the current stage of development, system testing, manual data packet encoding and decoding are undertaken in
order to closely compare the result of data processing of the new software system. Comparisons of data packets between the
existing turn-key system and the all-new satellite control system are evaluated to bit-by-bit correct encoding and decoding.
The identical testing is performed through both the satellite simulator and THAICHOTE satellite currently in-orbit.
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Introduction

first section will give the overview of the VOSSCA system. In
the second section, details of each subsystem will be discussed.
In the next section, we will show the system performance
analysis. System tests and verification is shown in section four.
Lastly, we concluded with the example of VOSSCA
applications and conclusion.

THAICHOTE, formerly named THEOS, is Thailand’s first
Earth-Observation-Satellite (EOS) which was launched since
1st October 2008. It is commanded and controlled by
GISTDA (Geo-Informatics and Space Technology
Development Agency) ground control station, locate at
Chonburi, Thailand.
Originally, THAICHOTE ground operations were
completely based on the system and the procedures provided
by the satellite manufacturer, EADS Astrium. However, after
several years of experiences in satellite operations, GISTDA
has initiated the projects to develop its own satellite ground
control system in order to improve the operations workflow
and to gain its capacities in satellite program development [1].
This paper focuses mainly on GISTDA’s satellite control
system, VOSSCA (Versatile Operation System for Satellite
Control and Administration) [2] which functions as a
telemetry (TM) and telecommand (TC) interface between the
ground station and the satellite. This project is a
co-development program between TERMA (Netherlands) and
GISTDA. Keeping in mind Thailand’s future satellite program,
the VOSSCA system is developed to be compatible with most
of the satellite platform. The objectives of VOSSCA are;
To replace the existing system with a new, state of the art,
satellite control platform.
To improve the satellite telemetry database.
To be able to automate or perform the operation with
multiple devices.
The structure of this paper can be described as follow. The

2.

System design and development

VOSSCA is a satellite control system that is developed
based on CCS5; an open-source protocol provided by
TERMA [3]. The system is capable of supporting various
functions and features which were limited in the existing
software. Moreover, its advantage is to be able to handle and
perform an immediate TT&C protocol such as CCSDS [4],
CAIT, EDEN, PIPE and RPRO switching between multiple
satellites on a single software platform.
As a satellite control and operation platform, the software is
designed with users/operators in mind. The routine tasks
handling are more robust and more automate with enhance
user’s interface by using Qt based applications. This is done in
order to reduce the operator’s workload and ease up the
operator’s learning curve. In addition, the operators are able to
access the software remotely from anywhere conveniently
since there is a dedicate API server integration in the system.
The system design comprises of many novel important
features, i.e. Database transformation, Authentication Key and
Encryption Module, and Ground segment Front-end or user
interface. In addition, the advanced user interfaces is one of
the key feature in order to provide better user’s experience.
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2.1. System components
The existing system architecture was designed in a very
large software environment; several unused modules are
running in background processes which slows down the
system. Since VOSSCA is based on CCS5, the old satellite
database in ASCII-ACID format was converted to ASCII-MIB
by referring with CCSDS/SCOS2000 standard [5]. Also the
main function of new system such as telemetry and
telecommand data during operation and all events are record
in MySQL database. This concept provides more useful and
flexible way to apply with other external applications and
devices. The component of the existing and the new software
is shown in the system overview in Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b).
To assemble with existing systems, the tool works with
CCS5 including Tcl/Tk and uTOPE library was helped the
developers create the test sequence in order to be comparable
with the original mission of THAICHOTE satellite.

database is not capable to do.
The new features in the MIB includes; editable/resolve/
read-only field, save/export (.mib, .json, .xml, .tcl)/ import
(.mib), and insert functions.
2.3. Authentication keys and encryption modules
Fixed key authentication unit as per ESA/telecommand
decoder specification is integrated in the new system in order
to get the same TM/TC security level as the existing system.
2.4. Graphics User Interface
Besides the improvements in the previous sections,
VOSSCA also develops the GUI to be more flexible and
convenient for users to use, control, and access the control
system [6]. Due to the core system development based on C++,
the development of GUI is also supported by Qt which is a
cross-platform application framework and, currently, widely
used for developing application software. In addition, the core
system connects to the database archive by QML; Qt Meta
Language integrated and extended by using Qt framework.
Hence, we can create the software that is favorable GUI and
works on several different platforms.
The interface is divided into 2 main windows; system
control window and 2D and 3D graphics display. Because the
system is operated with many users and; moreover, has a lot
of functions, the user interface was designed to clearly display
and ease to understand. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the
traditional interface and the new interface; VOSSCA.

a. Overview of existing software system © EADS Astrium

a. Interface of existing system
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b. Interface of VOSSCA MCS system

b. Overview of new software system © Terma BV.
Fig. 1.

Software components

2.2. Database transformation
In VOSSCA system, the data will be transformed from
ASCII-ACID format into the MIB (SCOS-2000 Mission
Information Base) database format. The advantage of MIB
database is that it is modifiable on-the-fly, which the existing

c. Interface of VOSSCA monitoring system on tablet
Fig. 2. The interface of existing system (a), VOSSCA GUI (b) and
VOSSCA mobile (c)
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3.3. Telemetry acquisition and verification
Telemetry acquisition is a process that the receiver receives
the decoded data of information from the satellite which
includes satellite status among other things while the satellite
is orbiting in reception region of the antenna. We tested the
telemetry reception by checking completeness of TM frame
and TM packet by checking both the raw value and
engineering value of the received data. Furthermore, a specific
telecommand is sent whose reply is exactly known. The
received telemetry is received both on the existing system and
VOSSCA and compared.
The results show that telemetry received was the same and
the system was setup correctly. In addition, VOSSCA system
collects the telemetry data and adds to a MySQL database, a
new feature which did not exist in the existing system.
3.4. Computer simulation
Before VOSSCA is put into operational phase, it is
necessary to test with the satellite simulator. The verification
was tested in several environments and scenarios in order to
perform both functional test and system test. The VOSSCA
system worked flawlessly in all cases. The result can conclude
that VOSSCA performed as expected.
3.5. Run-time speed
Because of compact system design and additional
computational powers, VOSSCA system reduces the number
of components and internal linkage and greatly reduced
run-time speed. In order to compare the system performance,
measurement of the time taken for session creation is used. As
shown in the Table 2, the existing system takes the average
time around 2-4 minutes, while VOSSCA system only takes
10 seconds. The results indicate that VOSSCA's performance
in term of run time speed is much better.

System performance analysis

To verify the system, we determined that all functions,
especially cortex connection, man-machine interface,
telecommand sending, telemetry receiving, computer
simulation and run-time speed are integral components that
should be test.
3.1. CORTEX Series (S-Band) connection
The CORTEX is a front-end equipment which is the
interface between the antenna and the satellite control system.
Its purpose is to modulate / demodulate the telemetry data and
telecommand.
In the test procedures for the connection test to the
CORTEX, VOSSCA system can connect to all the required
port of the cortex with no error and experience no
disconnection during the test period.
3.2. Telecommand sending
In order to evaluate the accuracy of telecommand, data
packet is manually verified by encoding and decoding. After
that, we compared the obtained data packets encoded by the
existing system with the VOSSCA system bit-by-bit. Table 1
shows that both data packets of the existing and the new
system are exactly equivalent.
Furthermore, we performed telecommand verification with
both the satellite simulator and THAICHOTE satellite
currently in-orbit, the result are show in the following table.
Table 1. An example of the comparison between the Communication
Link Transmission Unit data packet of existing system and VOSSCA
system.
Result of data packet
Compared
Existing system
1

2

3

New system

Table 2.

Testing command: CRQMONSTAT

Record no.
1
2
3
Average time

Description: Request monitoring state
0212541B00C31E0E

0212541B00C31E0E

01C000000400001A

01C000000400001A

00C3CC00000005F4

00C3CC00000005F4

A1D94A8FDF246280

A1D94A8FDF246280

Equivalent

4.

Command: CEVTDMPSTA
Description: Event log / Start replay
0212541B01C31E5C

0212541B01C31E5C

05C001000400008C

05C001000400008C

0089010000000634

0089010000000634

53FD9B8BFC8B51DE

53FD9B8BFC8B51DE

Equivalent

Description: TM / Start playback dump
0212541B02C31EAA

40C00200040000FC

40C00200040000FC

06994900000007EC

06994900000007EC

91E02053A204391C

91E02053A204391C

Existing system
240 seconds
250 seconds
220 seconds
236 seconds

VOSSCA system
11 seconds
12 seconds
10 seconds
11 seconds

Verification procedures

In order to verify the developed system, we selected the
system performances that would have an effect on the
following three abilities; Spacecraft operator training,
Spacecraft failure identification and Evaluation/qualification
of onboard software patch before uplink the command to the
spacecraft in orbit.
Therefore, we split the verification phase with three
activities

Command: CTMPBSTART

0212541B02C31EAA

Create session time comparison of existing system and
VOSSCA system

4.1. System configuration and data migration phase
This phase is to perform system configuration and data
migration of entire ground control segment i.e. exchange
directory path, configuration file, network configuration etc.
and also preparation activities such as prepare testing plan
document, training and tester familiarization.

Equivalent

3

4.2. Satellite simulator test
The propose of this test is to verify that the new system is
performing as expected and safe enough for spacecraft when
implemented in real operation. Therefore all procedures must
be tested with the satellite simulator to ensure that each
command has passed the verification test in different
scenarios.
4.3. Shadow operation test
This phase is the TT&C operation testing with real satellite
in orbits. Both the existing system and VOSSCA will be
connected in parallel to the RF front-end equipment. This
means that the decoded telemetry shall be simultaneously
forwarded to both systems and will get the same data. As for
telecommand, the commands shall first be tested by the
delivered ground system and then the same commands shall
be sent with VOSSCA and the results compared.
5.

The current hardware in our system was shown in Fig. 3.
For system maintenance, the in-house developers in
responsible for maintenance as well.

Applications

5.1. Utility functions
As describe in the previous sections, the application of
VOSSCA is not only limited to replacing the existing satellite
control software, but can also be extended as interface
software for sub-system testing during satellite AIV
(Assembly – Integration and Validation) phase. Furthermore,
future extensions and upcoming updates shall extend the
capability of VOSSCA to handle multiple satellites. Its
advantage is also its capability to handle several TT&C
protocol, switching between multiple satellites from a single
software platform and using multiple protocols for different
satellites. This is achieved by software recognition of each
satellite by its parameters database. Moreover, the software is
able to handle with high amount of telemetry point (more than
100,000 TM points) in real-time.
5.2. Interfaces with external devices
An in-depth study has also been undertaken to incorporate
new interfacing technologies such as sound, touch and gesture
control. The study also includes the utilization of tablet and
smart phones as interfacing devices. The Application
Programming Interface (API) is necessary to develop to be
interface between core system and external devices. The data
flow and database management is important modules.
5.3. Resource management and maintenance
VOSSCA can be installed on any Windows 7 and 8
computer. Because of the popularity and widespread use of
the operating system, the limitations of hardware and software
are decreased. Moreover, system maintenance and
configuration are easier. Replacing obsolete hardware by more
efficient and up-to-date hardware can also be done easily. In
addition, VOSSCA system provides the capability to
immediately switch between the main system and redundant
system while in hot redundancy mode, preventing failure in
case of hardware error.
Since the purpose of the system is to have the capability to
control multiple satellites in near future as well as reduce the
cost of computer hardware, virtual systems has been
implemented in the setup. All MCS server and ground
authentication unit are implemented virtually in VMWare.

Fig. 3.

Hardware Platform with virtual machine sector

5.4. Satellite operations management system
To record the behavior of satellite operation, we develop
the web-based applications that includes several modules
including: operator management, pass operations management,
operation reports and parameter production. This application
work automatically with VOSSCA system and can also work
manually with the existing satellite control system
6. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we have described the new in-house satellite
control system, VOSSCA, which was developed to
complement and finally replace the previous control system
for THAICHOTE. The software was designed with
users/operators in mind. Verification and testing indicate that
the performances of VOSSCA is satisfactory.
Furthermore, to improve ability of data access and data
security, VOSSCA also incorporated interfacing through
external devices such as tablet or smart phone and new
interfacing technologies for control satellite with sound or
gesture. Future development includes automating routines
activities in order to reduce operators' work load.
Table 3.

Comparisons of existing system and VOSSCA

Create Real Time Session
Connect to external device
(smart phone, tablet,
wearable technology)
Capability to upgrade
Hardware in the future
Capability develop the
Plug-in

4

Existing system
236 second

VOSSCA
11 second

(average time)

(average time)

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes
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